
Recruitment can be a hard process. 
 We’ve made it simple, focused, cost effective


and fast.

But our alternative approach

to recruitment is easy.

We Make

Recruitment Easy

Our alternative approach to recruitment

offers many great benefits to businesses:

There are no recruitment fees or hidden

charges – it’s a cost effective solution

We can find staff for a large range of jobs,

no matter how technical or skilled

We look after candidates to ensure

you get staff retention

Full candidate management and support

We match candidates on skills,

experience, personality and culture

Short turnaround time – the whole

process takes just five easy steps

What is the alternative approach to recruitment?

We act as the agent, working with our brilliant team to search for suitable

candidates. We will then send you CVs, support you through the interview

stages and manage everything for you.

It really does take just five simple steps to get your new team members.

We work with talented and qualified people in the Philippines and match them

to job roles in the UK to provide businesses with a diverse range of skill sets

that they are struggling to fulfill.

Book in a meeting with us to find out

how we could help you

@resourceworldwide.co.uk www.resourceworldwide.co.uk0121 824 6839



The Five Steps to

Filling Your Roles

In just five simple steps we can help you find skilled team members

to take up the roles you’ve been struggling to fill.

Step 1
You identify the roles you need to fill

and book in a meeting with

Resource Worldwide.

Step 2
Through our consultative approach,

we will work with you to pinpoint the

exact requirements of the job and how

best we can help.

Step 3
We start looking for suitable candidates.

We will do the searching, we will verify

everyone, and then we will send you the

details of the top two candidates that

meet your criteria.

Step 4
We arrange for you to meet both

candidates and you can decide who is

the best fit. When you’ve selected your

candidate, we manage all the paperwork

and ensure the hiring process is as

smooth as possible.

Step 5
Your new team member starts to work for you, but they’re not left on their 
own. We provide your business with a fully managed support team to 
ensure that your new team member is looked after and stays with you for 
the long term.

It really is that easy
“The process of working with all the team at Resource Worldwide, from

sourcing and finding placement, and aftercare support as well, it’s been


brilliant.”



Jordan Hill, That Works

Book in a meeting with us to find out

how we could help you

@resourceworldwide.co.uk www.resourceworldwide.co.uk0121 824 6839
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